
The kit includes the following parts:
Quant  item no.               description

Side cases
Top cases
luggage frames
Lock it system
Softbags
Aluminium luggage
Leather luggage
Protection bars
Center stands
Chopper parts
Accessories

Assembling instructions

Picture also shows „Center stand“ and „Engine Protection plate“
Micro Flooter is shown with grilles - optional accessories.

Micro Flooter accessory
spotlight for engine guard

KAWASAKI KLR 650
US-Model from 2008

Item-No.: 730.206 black

1 151.160 Micro Flooter
accessory spotlight set:
1x spotlight right
(151.162)
1x spotlight left
(151.161)

1 701.526HB switch and wire harness

For fastening the Micro-Flooter you need the Hepco & Becker engine guard
item-no.: 502.206 00 01 !

1 300.308 quick connector for cable
4 150.937 filister head screw M6 x16
8 150.809 washer ø6,4
4 150.799 self lock nuts M6
4 150.704 cap for nuts M6
10 270.115 cable ties
2 300.307 tubing á 60 cm
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Overview wire harness:
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1 to the positive battery lead

to the negative battery lead

relay

switch

cable to the parking light

cable to the micro-flooters

A

A connection point

Assembling instructions
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Micro Flooter accessory
spotlight for engine guard

KAWASAKI KLR 650
US-Model from 2008

Item-No.: 730.206 black

Fastening of the driving lights:
with filister head screws M6x16, washers
ø6,4.
Notice correct position:
cable at the inner side

4x 4x



3Luggage ideas.

Connect the red wire      from the relay to the
positive battery lead and the brown wire
to the negative lead.

Wire tie the relay      like in the picture and
neatly wire tie all cables in place.

Connect the cable to the switch again with
the wire harness.
Connect battery.

Assembling instructions

Side cases
Top cases
luggage frames
Lock it system
Softbags
Aluminium luggage
Leather luggage
Protection bars
Center stands
Chopper parts
Quad parts
Accessories
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Fastening of the switch:
Disconnect the wire harness at point

Choose a possible point to install the supplied
driving light switch using the original screw,
for example at the brake fluid container fixing.
The black wire at the driving light switch is
attached to the parking light wire by a quick
connector.
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Preparing:
Unmount side- and frontcover and disconnect
the battery.
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symbol picture

Micro Flooter accessory
spotlight for engine guard

KAWASAKI KLR 650
US-Model from 2008

Item-No.: 730.206 black

symbol picture


